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The Jewish Historical Society of the Upper Midwest promotes the vitality and continuity of Jewish culture in the Upper Midwest through preservation, interpretation, and education. We continue our 27-year tradition of collaborating with other organizations to bring our materials, programs, and exhibits to a wide audience. JHSUM recognizes the particular importance partnerships play in times of lean resources. The range of our partnerships spans the Jewish community and beyond enabling JHSUM to impact a much larger audience together than we would be able to singularly. Looking back at our interpretative and educational programming over the past two years reveals Minneapolis’ Jewish North Side in the spotlight and Rimon, the Minnesota Jewish Arts Council, as a key organizational partner.

In 2010, JHSUM and Rimon held the first of two mutual benefit events celebrating Jewish arts, culture, and history. The first event was “An Afternoon of Art in the Garden” held at the St. Paul home of Katherine Tane. Tane’s private garden with its sweeping views, unusual plants, great stonework, and beautiful curved paths, was an enchanting setting for delicious food and wine. Art by nine local Jewish visual artists was installed in the garden and a portion of the proceeds from their sale benefited JHSUM and Rimon.

The 2010 Summer North Side Walking Tour was bigger than ever, attracting more than 100 people. The popular walking tour, co-sponsored by the Minneapolis Heritage Preservation Commission, covers a neighborhood once home to the largest Jewish community between the Mississippi River and the West Coast. Tour leaders were Bob Roscoe, owner of Design for Preservation and a former member of the Heritage Preservation Commission, and Iric Nathanson. Tour highlights included a discussion of building design features at three former synagogues—Mikro Kodesh, Tifereth B’nai Jacob, and Shari Zedek—as well as a narrative history of the development of the North Side between the turn of the century and the post-war era. The large turnout prompted us to split the 2011 version of the tour into two parts. Nathanson led part one, which focused on the history of some of the gathering places of North Minneapolis’ Jewish community, including three extant synagogue buildings, the Emmanuel Cohen Community Center, and the Jewish Sheltering Home for Children. Roscoe focused on the architectural features of the buildings in part two. This year’s tour partner was Preserve Minneapolis.

JHSUM’s 2010 Fall Meeting at the University of Minnesota’s Urban Research and Outreach Center located at Penn Ave. N. and Plymouth, once the heart of the Jewish community’s commercial district. Featured speaker was local historian and North Side native Iric Nathanson. Nathanson, author of Minneapolis in the Twentieth Century: the Growth of an American City (MHS Press, 2009), spoke on the history of Minneapolis, and the North Side in particular.

At the invitation of the Sholom Community Alliance, we kept the North Side focus with the North Side Reunion at Knollwood Place. After remarks by Katherine Tane, over 100 former North Siders viewed the walking tour “extra” added to the second edition of the JHSUM documentary DVD, “We Knew Who We Were.” Board member Lisa Heilicher led a post-film discussion.

For the past year, JHSUM has been a key partner in a major endeavor of the University of Minnesota and Twin Cities Public Television, the documentary film “Cornerstones: A History of North Minneapolis,” which will prominently feature the Jewish community.

Award-winning filmmaker Dan Bergin of tpt offered a sneak preview of his documentary as part of the 2011 joint benefit for Rimon and JHSUM, held this year at the home of Rimon Executive Director, David Jordan Harris. Harris’s home, located in the Homewood neighborhood of North Minneapolis, was also the locale for the second talk in the joint benefit series, featuring North Side native and nationally known visual artist Seitu Jones.

The JHSUM / Rimon benefits kicked off a two-week art exhibition hosted by Homewood Studios on Plymouth Avenue, “The North Side Today: Memory, Place, Home, Community”, featuring more than a dozen Minnesota-based artists. Artists were challenged through visual interpretations of the neighborhood to interpret this longtime home for immigrant groups and minorities through the multiple lenses of memory, place, home, and community. A historic walking tour of Plymouth Avenue led by Iric Nathanson focused on neighborhood transformation.

What you, our members and supporters, may not see out in our community is the quiet, day-to-day work we do to preserve and make available the compelling stories of Upper Midwest Jewish experience. After two years of careful, steady work we now have a state of the art, online, database and our materials are receiving unprecedented access and greatly expanded use. Each month our web site, www.jhsum.org, is visited by hundreds of people looking for stories and images of Jewish people, families, and institutions. We set a new JHSUM record serving well over 400 users in the last two years who requested collections assistance, materials or photos. Our photos have been published around the world, in print and on the web and appeared in film and at the new Jewish Museum in Philadelphia. Our archival documents were used by historians, students, scholars, film makers and even fiction writers. We could not do any of these things without your support. You ensure JHSUM continues to be where our region’s generations connect to get the whole story.
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JHSUM FINANCIAL OVERVIEW 2010-2011

TOTAL REVENUE: $154,092

Revenue does not include investment gains of $36,998 or $9,859 of prior year temporarily restricted income.

TOTAL EXPENSES: $189,798

Included in Contributions:
- Restricted amounts of $37,903
- New program grants of $11,998
- Nathan and Theresa Berman endowment of $55,000
- Unrestricted gifts of $28,673

ENDOWMENT FUNDS

Nathan and Theresa Berman Upper Midwest Jewish Archives Fund
Dr. Moses and Bernice Cowl Gordon Journal Publication Fund
Dr. Linda Mack Schloff Research Award Fund
Freda and Frank Schochet Media Fund
Oren and Sharron Steinfeldt Family Face the Future Endowment Matching Gift Fund
T.W.I.G. Collections Access Fund
Jewish Historical Society Founder’s Fund
Jewish Historical Society L’Dor Va’Dor Fund
Jewish Historical Society Face the Future Fund

THE purpose of the society is to promote the vitality and continuity of Jewish culture in the Upper Midwest through

Preservation
Interpretation
Education

JHSUM is a partner agency of the Minneapolis Jewish Federation and the Untied Jewish Fund and Council

JHSUM gathers and presents the stories of Upper Midwest Jewish experience. Everyone is an important part of the story. The Society encourages individuals to donate personal stories, documents, photographs and artifacts to its collections. JHSUM collections are housed in two prominent locations: The Eloise and Elliot Kaplan Family Jewish History Center in Minneapolis and the Nathan and Theresa Berman Upper Midwest Jewish Archives at the University of Minnesota.

Thank you to our major funders

The Jewish Historical Society of the Upper Midwest is very grateful for the generosity, dedication, and determination of all those who have created named funds, established endowments and provided grants. Without these generous gifts of support over the last 27 years connecting generations with their past would simply not be possible. Gifts can be made through cash, appreciated stock, Israel bonds, retirement accounts, life insurance or bequests.

NAMED FUNDS

Elmer L. and Eleanor Andersen Publications Fund
Nathan and Theresa Berman Publications Fund
Harvey and Marilyn Chiat Oral History Fund
Annetta Lucille Gilberstadt Membership Fund
Phyllis and Daniel Heilicher Made in Minnesota Fund
Dutch and Naomi Berman Kastenbaum Oral History Fund
Latz Political Archive Fund
Dr. Milton and Etta Fay Orkin Media and Programming Fund
Silberman Family Exhibits Fund
Helen and Leo Wolk Special Projects Fund
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GRANTS

Three Minnesota Historical and Cultural Grants funded by the Arts and Culture Heritage Fund to support collections database enhancement; St. Louis Park oral histories and Minnesota Jewish history on Placeography. JHSUM partnered on two additional Legacy grants supporting Jewish former Soviet Union and Sholom Community Alliance residents oral histories.

Two Oren and Sharron Steinfeldt Family Foundation grants to support completion of our membership and collections database projects.
2011–2012 NOMINATION SLATE

TWO-YEAR TERMS
Jamie Heilicher, President
Joel Mirviss, Treasurer
Norman Pink, Vice President of Administration
Carolyn Fiterman

CONTINUING OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Lisa Heilicher
Barbara Frank
Miriame Kiefer

RETIRING DIRECTOR
Alexander (Sasha) Rodnyansk

APPOINTED REPRESENTATIVES
Arlis Grossman
Erwin Grossman
Philip Goldman UFJC

REGIONAL BOARD REPRESENTATIVES
Freda Hosen (South Dakota)
Bea Premack (South Dakota)

Pennea Pearl Sheps (Rochester)
Joanne Sher (Duluth)

FRIENDS OF B’NAI ABRAHAM REPRESENTATIVE
Margie Ostrov

PAST PRESIDENTS
Isabel Levinson, Immediate Past President
Theresa Berman
Norman Diamond* of Blessed Memory

Thank you to our extraordinary board without you we’d be history!

THANK YOU TO OUR MEMBERS AND FUNDERS
The Jewish Historical Society is very grateful for the generosity, dedication and determination of all those who have created named funds, established endowments and provided grants. Without these generous gifts of support over the last 27 years, our work, bringing the past forward, would not be possible. This Annual report generously funded by a gift from Sharron Steinfield.

JHSU LIFE members, as of November 17, 2011
Carolyn Abramson + Kenneth and Tracey Agranoff
Dr. Howard Ansel

Al* and Helen* Kapin
Stanley* and Jeanne* Kang
Zelia and Howard* Kahn
Janet Kampf
Morton and Merle Kane Barney and Mrs. Kantar + Deanne and Arnold Kaplan
Ellio and Eloise Kaplan Hal Kaufman and Julie Berman Miriam and Erwin Kelen Tasya and Robert Kelen
Audra Kaiser and Edward* Siegel
Lenny and Miriam Kiefer Laura and Marty Klappr Marion and Gary Klein Melodene Kornacker
Devorah and Jeffrey Koral Merrill and Gracia Koller Anita and Myron Kunin
Paul and Beverly Kunin
Shula, Max* and Lara Lane
Maurice* and Edith Lava + Sherry and Steve Leaver
Morton and Rosel** Lent
Harry* and Sandy and Sandy Lerner
Jules and Rose Levin + Sheldon and Dolores Levin* + Morris Levy, Jr. and Dorothy Levy + Sheila and Steve Lieberman
Lieberman-Okinow Family Foundation + Sybil* and William Lipshutz
Gail and Steven Machow
Rhoda and Donald Mains +
Stanley and Joyce* Malmon
Edith Marofsky
Leo and Fern Melzer

Marshall and Marlene Miller
Roland Munda
George and Edith* Nadler + Sandy and Harry Okinow
Allan and Marcia Olesky
Erta End Mr. Milton* Orkin +
Charles and Marjorie Ostrov
Francie and Mark Paper
Marvin Peritz +
Ann Sheinelding and Felix Phillips
Jeremy Perott and Kathryn Klubanoff
Norman and Dorothy Pink
Diane and Jon Raphael
Barbara and Harvey* Ratner
Robert and Audrey Rees
Sherman and Grace Richter
Harold and Ruth Rostenberg +
Paul and Ellen Rostenberg
Bernard M. and Dorothy* Rose
Thomas and Gwynn Rosenn
Roanne and Victor* Rosenberg
Bonnie Ross
Wendy and Steve Rubin Rubin
Bernern and Burton* Rudolph
Esther and Joe* Sables
Allen and Linda Saks
Della and Max* Salterman
Al and Phyllis Saldivar
Daisy and Miriam Sanders
Steve and Nancy Schachtman
Fannie and Abe* Schanfield
Henry and Linda Schimpf
Lester and Linda Schiff +
Sandra and Dr. Ivan* Schloff
Freda* and Frank* Schochet
Ivan and Linda Schwartzman
Neil Sell

Susan Sell
Dorothy and Joseph* Seltzer
Morris and Judy Sherman
Leighton and Dianne Siegel
Edward* and Idell* Silverman +
Ettie End Mr. Arlette Silverman
Harold and Mickey* Smith
James and Joanne Smith
Philip and Sharon Snyder +
Renie and Arnold* Sokin
Judith and Richard Spigel
James Steinfield
Oren and Sharron Stieinfeld +
Don and Helen Swartz
Katherine and Jeffrey Tane
Katherine Tane
Gary and Marsha Tankenoff
Stanley and Patti Taube
Deera and Albert* Tyerman +
Ruth Usem
Ann and Oscar* Victor
Irving and Teresa Victor
Joel and Sharon Waller
Linda and Allen Ward
David Weiner
Howard and Gloria Weisskopf
Violet Werner
Muriel and Mark* Wester
Norra Wilensky
Marcin and Traylon Wolfenson +
Frema Jane and Blair Wolfson
Leo and Helen Wolk +
Honey and Larry Zelle
Bonnie and Alan Ziskin
‘of Blessed Memory
* represents Founders

L'ADOR VA'ADOR: Recalling Our Ancestors - Remembering Our Lives ENDOWMENT FUND
as of November 17, 2011
Ruth R. Abre
Frederick* and Marvin* Bank +
June* and Sidney* Barrows
Benjamin* and Berger Family
Naomi (Berman) Kastenbaum and Abraham* Kastenbaum Yetta* and Carl* Chalfen
Frances* and Cotlow Solomon
Bonnie* Dickerman Filerman
Shirley* Dwoorsky
Jean* and Leonard R.* Feinberg Gordon
Ruth* and Allen* Friedson
Miriam* (Freuden) Rosenthal and Harry* Rosenthal +
Sarah* and Iadore* Gilberstadt
Shirley* and Joseph* Gitis

Ann* + and James* Goldblum Family
Maxine* and S.* Goldblum
Richard* Gordon
Mary* and Leland* Gottstein
Lillian* and Leo* Gross +
Jules* and Gustel +
Celia* and Amos* Heilicher +
Daniel* Heilicher
Kobrin and Joseph* Hyman Filerman
Hy* Kirschner
Florence* and Louis* Kittis +
Stuart E.* Kloner
Robert S.* Bob* + Lane
Philip* and Robert* Lipschultz +
Joy M. Marcus
Leone* and David* Marcus

Bessie* (Margolis) Abrams and Jack
Abram
Dora* (Markus) Heilicher and
Menachem* Heilicher
Deni* (Markus) Pink and David
Pink
Edith Marofsky
Hiram Z.* and Arthur* Naftalin
Zelda* and Alex* (Papermaster)
Epsstein and family
Mildred* Pass
Stanley* Perlman
Rose* and Robert* Philips
Annetta* Lucille* (Pierce) Gilberstadt
and Harold* Gilberstadt
Rebecca* (Pomeraursions) Schochet and
Herman Lewis* Schochet
Esther* and Mandy* Ruder
Sara* Rutz +
Ida* Sanders +
Helen* and Frank* Schaffer
Leah* (Dutch*) Schaffer
Lydia* and Louis* Schaffer
Freda* and Frank* Schochet
Florence* and Frances* Schoff +
Fanny* Shapiro +
Fannie* (Shaprio Bubley) Katz and
Sam* Katz
John S.* Siegel
Mitzi and Maurice* Silver +
Roslis* and S. Irving* Steinfeldt
Arthur* Stillman +
Minnie* and Isador* Swartz

Mollie* and Alex* Tankenof
Mollie* and David* Trach
Dorothy* Trach and Family and
Benedict* and Trach and Family
Pauline* (Wilensky) Ziskin and
David* Ziskin
Helen* (Wolk) Goldberg and Alfred* Goldberg
Francisse* (Wolowich) Beugen and
Jack* M.* Beugen
* of Blessed Memory
* represents Founders
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